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 SOLO KIT
 

YOUR BRAND AUTHORITY ACCELERATOR Kit:  

→ The Brand Kit for building Authority, i.e.
 Templates for communicating your Brand's Value. 
 
→ Bonus: a check-list to optimise your Linkedin
profile.
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ECO PACKAGE 
2.

We do all the heavy lifting for your profile picture
and background  photo of your  LinkedIn page 

→ Unique value proposition 
→ Linkedin identity design of your profile picture and
background photo once your picture is provided. 

Included : 2 propositions + 2 edits.  15 days period
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ECO PLUS 
PACKAGE

We do all the heavy lifting for your profile picture, your
headline and background photo of your LinkedIn page 

→ Unique value proposition 
→ Headline that speaks directly to your target, who you are
and what you do
→ Linkedin identity design of your profile picture and
background photo once your picture is provided. 

Included : 2 propositions + 2 edits. 15 days period
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PREMIUM 
PACKAGE

We do all the heavy lifting for you by writing persuasive
LinkedIn page : profile picture, headline, background
photo and About section.

→ Unique value proposition 
→ Headline that speaks directly to your target
→ Linkedin identity design of your profile picture and
background photo once your picture is provided. 
bonus : 3 Linkedin posts templates included 

Included : 2 propositions + 2 edits. 21 days period
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Very professional, efficient and relevant.
Well done! Thank you Fatou for your
kindness, your clarity and your simplicity.
My LinkedIn profile comes back to life!.
Ndeye Awa D.   Program Manager

WHAT OUR 
CLIENTS SAY 
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Thank you Fatou for your help on my
LinkedIn profile. Look, since I re-worked
it, I can no longer respond to all the
incoming requests from prospects.
Valérie H.    CEO 

Thank you DIGAL Consulting for
your help. I was struggling to do it
by myself and with your help I did it.
A huge thanks! 
Amina  A.  Sr Manager

Digal Consulting m’a aidé à
structurer mon profil Linkedin.
Vous êtes Top!
Ouahab D.    Resp. Commercial 
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CONTACT@DIGALCONSULTING.COM  

CONTACT
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